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The Pickup Nadine Gordimer 2012-03-15 When Julie Summers' car breaks down in a sleazy street, a young Arab garage
mechanic comes to her rescue. Out of this meeting develops a friendship that turns to love. But soon, despite his attempts
to make the most of Julie's wealthy connections, Abdu is deported from South Africa and Julie insists on going too - but
the couple must marry to make the relationship legitimate in the traditional village which is to be their home. Here, whilst
Abdu is dedicated to escaping back to the life he has discovered, Julie finds herself slowly drawn in by the charm of her
surroundings and new family, creating an unexpected gulf between them ... 'As gripping as a thriller and as felt as a love
song' IRISH TIMES
A Glossary of Literary Terms Abrams M H 2004 Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end, this
handy reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable assistance to any student of English literature.
Mighty Lewd Books J. Peakman 2003-06-24 Mighty Lewd Books describes the emergence of a new home-grown English

pornography. Through the examination of over 500 pieces of British erotica, this book looks at sex as seen in erotic
culture, religion and medicine throughout the long eighteenth-century, and provides a radical new approach to the study of
sexuality.
The Burdens of Disease J. N. Hays 2009-10-15 A review of the original edition of The Burdens of Disease that appeared
in ISIS stated, "Hays has written a remarkable book. He too has a message: That epidemics are primarily dependent on
poverty and that the West has consistently refused to accept this." This revised edition confirms the book's timely value
and provides a sweeping approach to the history of disease. In this updated volume, with revisions and additions to the
original content, including the evolution of drug-resistant diseases and expanded coverage of HIV/AIDS, along with recent
data on mortality figures and other relevant statistics, J. N. Hays chronicles perceptions and responses to plague and
pestilence over two thousand years of western history. Disease is framed as a multidimensional construct, situated at the
intersection of history, politics, culture, and medicine, and rooted in mentalities and social relations as much as in
biological conditions of pathology. This revised edition of The Burdens of Disease also studies the victims of epidemics,
paying close attention to the relationships among poverty, power, and disease.
Types of News Writing Willard Grosvenor Bleyer 2019-12-06 "Types of News Writing" by Willard Grosvenor Bleyer.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that
need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
English Book Collectors William Younger Fletcher 2020-07-18 Reproduction of the original: English Book Collectors by
William Younger Fletcher
Brief Lives John Aubrey 2021-12-07 Brief Lives (1669-1697) is a collection of short biographical sketches on famous
British figures by author, antiquarian, and archaeologist John Aubrey. The work is significant for its unique style, a blend of
facts—names, dates, family, important works—and personal anecdotes for which Aubrey combined his skills for research
and conversation to compile. Unpublished during his lifetime, the text was pieced together from extensive handwritten
manuscripts by numerous editors and scholars, and over the centuries has become a beloved cultural artifact of earlymodern Britain. A fascinating figure and gifted researcher in his own right, John Aubrey sought to capture the significance
of his era and the people whose contributions to art, politics, science, and philosophy were not only changing Britain, but
the world, forever. As a historical record, his Brief Lives provides valuable information on such figures as poet John Milton,

playwright William Shakespeare, philosopher Thomas Hobbes, and chemist Robert Boyle. But as a work of art, the text
humanizes them, reminding its readers that these were people whose desires, imperfections, and day-to-day lives were
not unlike our own. We turn to his works to discover that Sir Walter Raleigh was a “poor” scholar “immerst...in fabrication
of his owne fortunes,” or to read that Shakespeare, the son of a butcher who worked for his father as a youth, was known
to “make a speech” while slaughtering a calf. At times straightforwardly factual, at others filled with gossip, Brief Lives is a
document of its time that attempts to record a living history of knowledge and influence. Whether it succeeds is beside the
point—that it speaks to us centuries on is the heart of the matter, the reason it must be read. A well-known man in his
lifetime, Aubrey moved between cultural and political circles with ease, compiling the sources that would later become
Brief Lives. Although a tireless writer and scholar, he published little during his life. His work, including Brief Lives, is thus
the product of centuries of diligent research and editing from numerous scholars who understood, as the reader of this
volume surely will, that Aubrey’s work deserved to reach the public. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of John Aubrey’s Brief Lives is a classic of British literature and biography reimagined for
modern readers.
Britain's Political Economies Julian Hoppit 2017-05-18 An innovative account of how thousands of acts of parliament
sought to improve economic activity during the early industrial revolution.
Julia Peter Straub 2014-09-23 In a house in London a woman starts a new life, trying to put tragedy behind her. Then a
pretty blonde child runs into view, bringing with her an inexplicable suggestion of evil. Once Julia Lofting had a husband
and a daughter. But everything has changed since she bolted from her marriage, in flight from the unbearable truth of her
daughter's death. For Julia, there is no escape. Another child awaits, another mother suffers, and a circle of the damned
gathers around her. The haunting has begun . . .
Past Prologue Diana Gabaldon 2019-07-23 Where should we go? All that we knew is gone, and all that we have is each
other… In this short story from the thrilling anthology MatchUp, bestselling authors Diana Gabaldon and Steve
Berry—along with their popular series characters Jamie Fraser and Cotton Malone—team up for the first time ever.
Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama Ebenezer Cobham Brewer 1892
A Moral Political Economy Federica Carugati 2021-06-24 Economies - and the government institutions that support them reflect a moral and political choice, a choice we can make and remake. Since the dawn of industrialization and
democratization in the late eighteenth century, there has been a succession of political economic frameworks, reflecting
changes in technology, knowledge, trade, global connections, political power, and the expansion of citizenship. The
challenges of today reveal the need for a new moral political economy that recognizes the politics in political economy. It

also requires the redesign of our social, economic, and governing institutions based on assumptions about humans as
social beings rather than narrow self-serving individualists. This Element makes some progress toward building a new
moral political economy by offering both a theory of change and some principles for institutional (re)design.
Fine Books Alfred William Pollard 1964
The Book of Night Women Marlon James 2009-02-19 From the author of the National Book Award finalist Black Leopard,
Red Wolf and the WINNER of the 2015 Man Booker Prize for A Brief History of Seven Killings "An undeniable success.”
— The New York Times Book Review A true triumph of voice and storytelling, The Book of Night Women rings with both
profound authenticity and a distinctly contemporary energy. It is the story of Lilith, born into slavery on a Jamaican sugar
plantation at the end of the eighteenth century. Even at her birth, the slave women around her recognize a dark power
that they- and she-will come to both revere and fear. The Night Women, as they call themselves, have long been plotting
a slave revolt, and as Lilith comes of age they see her as the key to their plans. But when she begins to understand her
own feelings, desires, and identity, Lilith starts to push at the edges of what is imaginable for the life of a slave woman,
and risks becoming the conspiracy's weak link. But the real revelation of the book-the secret to the stirring imagery and
insistent prose-is Marlon James himself, a young writer at once breath-takingly daring and wholly in command of his craft.
Dominion C. J. Sansom 2012-10-25 At once a vivid, haunting reimagining of 1950s Britain, a gripping, humane spy thriller
and a poignant love story, with Dominion C. J. Sansom once again asserts himself as the master of the historical novel.
1952. Twelve years have passed since Churchill lost to the appeasers and Britain surrendered to Nazi Germany after
Dunkirk. As the long German war against Russia rages on in the east, the British people find themselves under dark
authoritarian rule: the press, radio and television are controlled; the streets patrolled by violent auxiliary police and British
Jews face ever greater constraints. There are terrible rumours too about what is happening in the basement of the
German Embassy at Senate House. Defiance, though, is growing. In Britain, Winston Churchill's Resistance organization
is increasingly a thorn in the government's side. And in a Birmingham mental hospital an incarcerated scientist, Frank
Muncaster, may hold a secret that could change the balance of the world struggle for ever. Civil Servant David Fitzgerald,
secretly acting as a spy for the Resistance, is given the mission to rescue his old friend Frank and get him out of the
country. Before long he, together with a disparate group of Resistance activists, will find themselves fugitives in the midst
of London's Great Smog; as David's wife Sarah finds herself drawn into a world more terrifying than she ever could have
imagined. And hard on their heels is Gestapo Sturmbannfuhrer Gunther Hoth, brilliant, implacable hunter of men . . . 'An
absorbing, thoughtful, spy-politico thriller set in the fog-ridden London of 1952 . . . Part adventure, part espionage, all

encompassed by terrific atmosphere and a well-argued “it might have been”. – The Times
Boss Stacey Espino 2020-12-18 Even the killer of kings can't hide from love forever...Boss's underground empire has a
ruthless reputation for getting the job done. He's at the top of his game, has more money than he could ever spend, and is
feared by his enemies. Then why does his life feel so empty? He decides he needs more challenges, so he puts his
energy into new contracts while investigating why innocent people around his city are dropping dead by the
dozens.Graciella made a huge mistake and needs to remedy the problem. To finance her mission, she's forced into a
lifelong debt to a madman. Still, she's more worried about Boss finding out what she's done. He's known for doling out
swift, brutal justice, and she's already on his shit list.They're forced to team up to find the men behind an evil plot, or one
of the Killer of King's men may not come out alive. Graciella wants to clean up her mess and disappear-but Boss won't let
her slip away so easily. He demands more from her than she's capable of giving. Not all girls deserve the happily ever
after.
The Emperor's Tomb Steve Berry 2011-04-14 A new Cotton Malone adventure that takes our hero from Europe to the Far
East in a race to unlock the mystery of an ancient tomb. Hearing that his old friend Cassiopeia Vitt is in trouble, Malone
follows the few clues he has and realises that they are in the middle of something huge, involving Russian and US oil
interests and a centuries-old secret. After stumbling across two dead bodies and into the crosshairs of his former boss,
Malone finds himself in a race to unravel the mystery of an emperor's tomb, a sinister society, and a deadly battle
between two ruthless men for supremacy in China - and the world.
Primary Care Mental Health Linda Gask 2009-10 In this book, internationally respected authors provide a conceptual
background and dispense practical advice on delivering mental health services for the clinician. They discuss ways of
improving joint working between primary and secondary care, as well as issues affecting the professional development of
all practitioners within primary care teams.
The Spy Who Changed History: The Untold Story of How the Soviet Union Won the Race for America’s Top Secrets
Svetlana Lokhova 2018-06-14 ‘A superbly researched and groundbreaking account of Soviet espionage in the Thirties ...
remarkable’ 5* review, Telegraph On the trail of Soviet infiltrator Agent Blériot, in this bestseller, Svetlana Lokhova takes
the reader on a thrilling journey through Stalin’s most audacious intelligence operation.
Sleep, Pale Sister Joanne Harris 2010-12-14 Sleep, Pale Sister, a powerful, atmospheric and blackly gothic evocation of
Victorian artistic life, was originally published before Joanne Harris achieved worldwide recognition with Chocolat. Henry
Chester, a domineering and puritanical Victorian artist, is in search of the perfect model. In nine-year-old Effie he finds
her. Ten years later, lovely, childlike and sedated, Effie seems the ideal wife. But something inside her is about to awaken.

Drawn into a dangerous underworld of prostitution, murder and blackmail, she must finally plan her revenge.
Prices of Books Henry B. Wheatley 2019-12-13 "Prices of Books" by Henry B. Wheatley. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Paris Vendetta Steve Berry 2009-12-01 Steve Berry offers his twistiest thriller yet, in a new adventure starring Cotton
Malone and a secret conspiracy dating back to Napoleon. A Cotton Malone adventure involving a sinister conspiracy, a
quest for vengeance, and a secret treasure linked to Napoleon... 12.40 a.m. Copenhagen. Cotton Malone wakes up to
find a stranger in his house, bearing bad news: Malone's closest and most dangerous friend, Henrik Thorvaldsen, is in
serious trouble - and the men who want to kill Thorvaldsen are on Malone's doorstep. Thorvaldsen has been tracking a
shadowy group called the Paris Club. Not only does he believe that they are about to trigger a global financial meltdown,
but also that one of the club's members murdered his son, Cai, two years ago. Thorvaldsen won't rest until he has
avenged his boy's death. Dragged into his friend's schemes and secretly under pressure from the US government to stop
both Thorvaldsen and the Paris Club, Malone soon discovers that the key to defeating the conspiracy and saving his
friend's life - and his own - lies in the past, and an astounding treasure that Napoleon took to his grave.
Books That Build Character William Kilpatrick 1994-11-01 Argues reading can develop positive values, and evaluates 300
books
The Office of Historical Corrections Danielle Evans 2020-11-12 ‘Brilliant . . . These stories are sly and prescient, a
nuanced reflection of the world we are living in.’ – Roxane Gay ‘Evans is blessed with perfect pitch.’ – Tayari Jones
‘Sublime short stories of race, grief, and belonging . . . an extraordinary new collection.’ New Yorker Danielle Evans is
widely acclaimed for her blisteringly smart voice and X-ray insights into complex human relationships. With The Office of
Historical Corrections, Evans zooms in on particular moments and relationships in her characters’ lives in a way that
allows them to speak to larger issues of race, culture, and history. We meet Black and multi-racial characters who are
experiencing the universal confusions of lust and love, and getting walloped by grief – all while exploring how history
haunts us, personally and collectively. Ultimately, she provokes us to think about the truths of American history – about
who gets to tell them, and the cost of setting the record straight. In ‘Boys Go to Jupiter’ a white college student tries to
reinvent herself after a photo of her in a Confederate-flag bikini goes viral. In ‘Richard of York Gave Battle in Vain’ a
photojournalist is forced to confront her own losses while attending an old friend’s unexpectedly dramatic wedding. And in

the eye-opening title novella, a Black scholar from Washington DC is drawn into a complex historical mystery that spans
generations and puts her job, her love life, and her oldest friendship at risk.
The Curiosities of Ale & Beer John Bickerdyke 1889
The Bishop's Pawn Steve Berry 2018-03-20 The first case of New York Times bestseller Steve Berry's iconic hero, Cotton
Malone. History notes that the ugly feud between J. Edgar Hoover and Martin Luther King, Jr., marked by years of illegal
surveillance and the accumulation of secret files, ended on April 4, 1968 when King was assassinated by James Earl Ray.
But that may not have been the case. Now, fifty years later, former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone must reckon
with what really happened on that fateful day in Memphis. It all turns on an incident from eighteen years ago, when
Malone, a young Navy lawyer trying hard not to live up to his maverick reputation, is asked by Stephanie Nelle at the
Justice Department to help with an investigation. He soon discovers that the Department and the FBI are at war over a
hugely valuable rare coin - and a cache of secret files containing explosive revelations about the King assassination,
information that could ruin innocent lives and threaten the legacy of the civil rights movement's greatest martyr. Malone's
decision to see his first case through to the end - from the clear waters of the Dry Tortugas to the halls of power in
Washington D.C. itself - not only changes his own life, but the course of history.
Black Girl,/White Girl Joyce Carol Oates 2009-10-13 Fifteen years ago, in 1975, Genna Hewett-Meade's college
roommate died a mysterious, violent, terrible death. Minette Swift had been a fiercely individualistic scholarship student,
an assertive—even prickly—personality, and one of the few black girls at an exclusive women's liberal arts college near
Philadelphia. By contrast, Genna was a quiet, self-effacing teenager from a privileged upper-class home, self-consciously
struggling to make amends for her own elite upbringing. When, partway through their freshman year, Minette suddenly fell
victim to an increasing torrent of racist harassment and vicious slurs—from within the apparent safety of their tolerant,
"enlightened" campus—Genna felt it her duty to protect her roommate at all costs. Now, as Genna reconstructs the
months, weeks, and hours leading up to Minette's tragic death, she is also forced to confront her own identity within the
social framework of that time. Her father was a prominent civil defense lawyer whose radical politics—including defending
anti-war terrorists wanted by the FBI—would deeply affect his daughter's outlook on life, and later challenge her deepest
beliefs about social obligation in a morally gray world. Black Girl / White Girl is a searing double portrait of "black" and
"white," of race and civil rights in post-Vietnam America, captured by one of the most important literary voices of our time.
Three Tales from the World of Cotton Malone: The Balkan Escape, The Devil's Gold, and The Admiral's Mark (Short
Stories) Steve Berry 2012-12-03 Steve Berry’s bestselling thrillers have mesmerized suspense fans around the world, but
his novels alone can’t contain all the exciting exploits of death-defying agent Cotton Malone and his smart, sexy sidekick,

Cassiopeia Vitt. Catch all the action between the blockbusters in this trio of suspenseful short stories that capture Cotton
and Cassiopeia at their history-hunting, heart-stopping best. Read them as prequels to Cotton’s full-length epics or
stunning stand-alone adventures. Either way, this eBook bundle packs all the punch adrenaline junkies have come to
expect from the bold imagination of Steve Berry. “In Malone, Berry has created a classic, complex hero.”—USA Today
THE BALKAN ESCAPE Prequel to The Emperor’s Tomb As a favor to enigmatic billionaire Henrik Thorvaldsen,
Cassiopeia Vitt treks into Bulgaria’s Rila mountains in search of a buried stash of exceedingly rare artifacts from a bygone
civilization: the ancient tomb of a Thracian king. But when her presence is discovered by a shadowy group of Russians
secretly mining the area, she needs a way out. Whom can I trust? becomes the question, and her life depends on making
the right decision. THE DEVIL’S GOLD Prequel to The Jefferson Key For eight years he’s been plotting, waiting,
scheming to kill Federal agents Christopher Combs and Cotton Malone, whom he blames for the loss of his career. But as
rogue agent Jonathan Wyatt prepares for a final confrontation in a remote South American village, he makes a discovery
that stretches back to the horrors of World War II, to the astounding secret of a child’s birth, to Martin Bormann and Eva
Braun—and to a fortune in lost gold. THE ADMIRAL’S MARK Prequel to The Columbus Affair Cotton Malone never cared
for the shady dealings of his brother-in-law, Scott Brown. But after Scott dies while scuba diving, Malone heads to Haiti
where he learns that, beneath the crystal clear waters, his brother-in-law had found the sunken wreckage of the Santa
Maria, the fabled flagship of Christopher Columbus. Setting out to piece together what happened, Malone quickly realizes
that he’s not the only man there with questions—and that he’ll have to fight just to get out of Haiti alive.
The Masters of the Revels and Elizabeth I's Court Theatre W. R. Streitberger 2016 A complete revision of established
views of the structure and function of Elizabeth I's Revels Office, arguing that the revels essentially became a commercial
enterprise, paid for by the ordinary Londoners.
The Performance Tradition of the Medieval English University Thomas Meacham 2020-01-20 This is a truly paradigmshifting study that reads a key text in Latin Humanist studies as the culmination, rather than an early example, of a
tradition in university drama. It persuasively argues against the common assumption that there was no "drama" in the
medieval universities until the syllabus was influenced by humanist ideas, and posits a new way of reading the
performative dimensions of fourteenth and fifteenth-century university education in, for example, Ciceronian tuition on
epistolary delivery. David Bevington calls it "an impressively learned discussion" and commends the sophistication of its
use of performativity theory.
Weaveworld Clive Barker 2021-03-30 A horrifying and spellbinding tale by the “great imaginer of our time” (Quentin
Tarantino) and New York Times bestselling author Clive Barker about the magical world lying right beneath our feet. In a

home of an elderly woman in Liverpool lies a carpet. Suzanna Parish is called to Liverpool after her grandmother has a
stroke. Cal Mooney is on the run from an escaped homing pigeon. Together they find themselves accidently drawn into
the strange world that lies beneath the mysterious rug. Here, a race of magical beings have hidden themselves from the
normal world to escape human persecution and an evil known as the Scourge. But two other evils, a ruthless witch and
her sidekick, seek the carpet for their own gain and will do whatever it takes to find it. As the intricate weavings of the
tapestry come undone, Suzanna and Cal must face their biggest fears to save this discovered land and all its inhabitants.
Brutal, beautiful, brilliant, and full of his original illustrations, Clive Barker spins his best in this “unhinged and indulgent”
(Entertainment Weekly) imaginative tale.
Magic Toyshop B Angela Carter 2006-10 In this, her second novel, (awarded the 1967 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize) Angela
Carter's brilliant imagination and starting intensity of style explore and extend the nature and boundaries of love.
Hitler Brendan Simms 2019-10-01 From a prize-winning historian, the definitive biography of Adolph Hitler Hitler offers a
deeply learned and radically revisionist biography, arguing that the dictator's main strategic enemy, from the start of his
political career in the 1920s, was not communism or the Soviet Union, but capitalism and the United States. Whereas
most historians have argued that Hitler underestimated the American threat, Simms shows that Hitler embarked on a
preemptive war with the United States precisely because he considered it such a potent adversary. The war against the
Jews was driven both by his anxiety about combatting the supposed forces of international plutocracy and by a broader
desire to maintain the domestic cohesion he thought necessary for survival on the international scene. A powerfully
argued and utterly definitive account of a murderous tyrant we thought we understood, Hitler is essential reading for
anyone seeking to understand the origins and outcomes of the Second World War.
The Tudor Plot: A Cotton Malone Novella Steve Berry 2013-04-29 In this original eBook novella by the New York Times
bestselling author of The King’s Deception, globetrotting intelligence agent Cotton Malone is lured into dangerous intrigue
surrounding the world’s most famous royals—and uncovers a murderous conspiracy of terrorists and traitors, all born from
an ancient tale of Saxon history. “In Malone, [Steve] Berry has created a classic, complex hero.”—USA Today In England
to participate in the trial of suspected international terrorists, Justice Department agent Cotton Malone is mysteriously
summoned to an audience with the Queen of England. A cryptic call has warned of looming danger to the ailing queen’s
son and grandson—the next two heirs in line for the throne. And when the source of that ominous information, a notorious
tabloid publisher, dies mysteriously, the royal family has reason to fear a genuine conspiracy. But they also suspect that
the enemy lies within—and no one at Buckingham Palace, or even the nation’s own Secret Intelligence Service, can be
trusted. Now it’s up to Malone to discover the truth. Matching wits with a power-mad politician and a vicious royal blue

blood, he must race against time through the streets of London to the forbidden reaches of Iceland, all to stop a
monstrous plot to seize the monarchy—one that stretches back to the time of Arthur. Praise for Steve Berry and his
Cotton Malone series “Malone, a hero with a personal stake in the proceedings, is a welcome respite from the cold,
calculating superspies who litter the genre.”—Entertainment Weekly “Steve Berry gets better and better with each new
book.”—The Huffington Post “Savvy readers . . . cannot go wrong with Cotton Malone.”—Library Journal “Berry raises this
genre’s stakes.”—The New York Times “I love this guy.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child
The Third Industrial Revolution Jeremy Rifkin 2011-10-04 The Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil fuels,
is spiraling into a dangerous endgame. The price of gas and food are climbing, unemployment remains high, the housing
market has tanked, consumer and government debt is soaring, and the recovery is slowing. Facing the prospect of a
second collapse of the global economy, humanity is desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us into the
future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet technology and renewable energy are merging to create a powerful
"Third Industrial Revolution." He asks us to imagine hundreds of millions of people producing their own green energy in
their homes, offices, and factories, and sharing it with each other in an "energy internet," just like we now create and share
information online. Rifkin describes how the five-pillars of the Third Industrial Revolution will create thousands of
businesses, millions of jobs, and usher in a fundamental reordering of human relationships, from hierarchical to lateral
power, that will impact the way we conduct commerce, govern society, educate our children, and engage in civic life.
Rifkin's vision is already gaining traction in the international community. The European Union Parliament has issued a
formal declaration calling for its implementation, and other nations in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, are quickly preparing
their own initiatives for transitioning into the new economic paradigm. The Third Industrial Revolution is an insider's
account of the next great economic era, including a look into the personalities and players — heads of state, global CEOs,
social entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are pioneering its implementation around the world.
Cinema Studies: The Key Concepts Susan Hayward 2002-01-04 In this second edition essential guide some 150 key
genres, movements, theories and production terms are explained and analysed with depth and clarity.
The Devil's Bones Steve Berry 2014-12-16 In this short story from the thrilling anthology FaceOff, New York Times
bestselling authors Steve Berry and James Rollins—along with their popular characters Cotton Malone and Gray
Pierce—team up for the first time ever. In a visit to Copenhagen, Gray Pierce happened upon a bookshop owned by an exlawyer named Cotton Malone, but he never had a chance to really get to know the owner. Too bad, because they had a
lot in common: Both men were ex-military, both worked for covert agencies—Malone as a freelancer under the auspices
of the Justice Department; Pierce via the Department of Defense—and both are good at what they do. Flash forward a

few years to when Malone and Pierce finally get together for more than a passing hello. Halfway around the world from
Denmark, Malone and Pierce are passengers on a luxury riverboat out of Brazil, both on the hunt for a maniacal botanist
who’s scheming to sell the spoils of his latest Amazonian excursion—a rare orchid containing a deadly neurotoxin—to the
highest bidder. That means Malone and Pierce have the length of the river boat cruise to stop him before the poison falls
into the wrong hands. It’s definitely an action-packed several hours. For more exciting pairs, check out all eleven short
stories in FaceOff!
Steve Jobs Walter Isaacson 2011 Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve Jobs, as well as interviews with family
members, friends, competitors, and colleagues to offer a look at the co-founder and leading creative force behind the
Apple computer company.
The Patriot Threat Steve Berry 2015-03-31 Steve Berry's New York Times bestseller, The Patriot Threat, finds Cotton
Malone racing to stop a rogue ex-KGB agent plotting revenge against the United States. The 16th Amendment to the
Constitution is why Americans pay income taxes. But what if there were problems associated with that amendment?
Secrets that call into question decades of tax collecting? In fact, there is a surprising truth to this hidden possibility. Cotton
Malone, once a member of an elite intelligence division within the Justice Department known as the Magellan Billet, is now
retired and owns an old bookshop in Denmark. But when his former-boss, Stephanie Nelle, asks him to track a rogue
North Korean who may have acquired some top secret Treasury Department files—the kind that could bring the United
States to its knees—Malone is vaulted into a harrowing twenty-four hour chase that begins on the canals in Venice and
ends in the remote highlands of Croatia. With appearances by Franklin Roosevelt, Andrew Mellon, a curious painting that
still hangs in the National Gallery of Art, and some eye-opening revelations from the $1 bill, this riveting, non-stop
adventure is trademark Steve Berry—90% historical fact, 10% exciting speculation—a provocative thriller posing a
dangerous question: What if the Federal income tax is illegal?
Marriage Relationships in Tudor Political Drama Michael A. Winkelman 2019-07-12 Originally published in 2005. While
several recent studies have investigated the political dimensions of sixteenth-century English drama, until now there has
not been a monograph that tells the story of how and why royal marital selection was examined. By linking court
interludes, neoclassical university tragedies, and popular plays by late Elizabethan dramatists Christopher Marlowe, John
Lyly, Thomas Kyd, and William Shakespeare to the inflammatory topic of Tudor marriage, Michael Winkelman
demonstrates their cultural centrality. This new work interrogates the symbolic, allusive, and mimetic aspects of marital
relationships in such plays. Winkelman argues that they were crucial battlegrounds for a series of consequential debates
about the future of the monarchy, especially during the reigns of the oft-married King Henry VIII and his unmarried

daughter, the Virgin Queen Elizabeth I. Marriage, as a critically important political metaphor as well as a pressing
realpolitik quandary, was the subject of major debate in the drama and government of Tudor England. Royal conduct in
the domestic sphere had a tremendous impact on the entire English social order, and in an age before widespread
freedom of speech, court drama was often the only venue where the voicing of criticism was tolerated. The fascinating
soap-opera story of Tudor marriage thus provides the author with a reference point for an interdisciplinary study of
sixteenth-century theatre and politics. Drawing on evidence from playbooks and historical chronicles as well as
contemporary work in gender studies, audience-response theory, and anthropology, this book explores how during a time
of anxiety-inducing change, playwrights discussed controversies and propounded remedies; theatre played a pivotal role
in shaping society.
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